Although protein expression is regulated both temporally and spatially, most proteins have an intrinsic, "typical" range of functionally effective abundance levels. These extend from a few molecules per cell for signaling proteins, to millions of molecules for structural proteins. When addressing fundamental questions related to protein evolution, translation and folding, but also in routine laboratory work, a simple rough estimate of the average wild type abundance of each detectable protein in an organism is often desirable. Here, we introduce a metaresource dedicated to integrating information on absolute protein abundance levels; we place particular emphasis on deep coverage, consistent post-processing and comparability across different organisms. Publicly available experimental data are mapped onto a common namespace and, in the case of tandem mass spectrometry data, re-processed using a standardized spectral counting pipeline. By aggregating and averaging over the various samples, conditions and cell-types, the resulting integrated data set achieves increased coverage and a high dynamic range. We score and rank each contributing, individual data set by assessing its consistency against externally provided protein-network information, and demonstrate that our weighted integration exhibits more consistency than the data sets individually. The current PaxDb-release 2
The state-of-the-art concerning systematic studies of the proteome is progressing quickly, from initially rather qualitative protein identifications to more precise and quantitative global measurements. A variety of experimental techniques are currently being employed for genome-wide proteome quantification (1) (2) (3) (4) , ranging from affinity-based and biophysical methods to the large array of mass spectrometry-based quantification techniques. Because the expressed proteome constitutes the "business end" of a cell, such measurements are arguably among the most biologically meaningful functional genomics data sets; they support multiple application scenarios, including genome annotation (5, 6) , biomarker discovery (7, 8) , posttranslational modification detection (9) , and even environmental studies (10, 11) .
Several databases and repositories already exist that are dedicated to mass spectrometry proteomics data (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) , each serving a somewhat different purpose and aiming for various levels of reprocessing and meta-annotation. Because of the cutting edge development of proteomics technology, and because of the wide spectrum of different application scenarios and experimental protocols, the challenges met by these repositories are far greater than is the case for other types of data (such as DNA or transcriptomics data). At one end of the tool spectrum is Tranche/ProteomeCommons (16), a distributed data sharing facility uniquely positioned to handle the very large files that hold the primary experimental data as well as the downstream analysis results. Next, PRIDE is a repository largely dedicated to provide the "submitter's view" on the data (13) . It already provides much more meta-information, by requesting the submitter to follow controlled vocabularies and standards for submission, and by providing file formats, converters and associated tools. Finally, GPMDB, PeptideAtlas and MOPED are repositories that have the additional aim of re-processing submitted raw data in a consistent way (14, 15, 17) . The latter resources are based on the assumption that proteomics experiments are often made more valuable by subsequent re-analyses with updated search and statistics algorithms.
The data sets and experiments that are currently stored in these various repositories span a wide range of organisms, sample materials and preparation protocols, reflecting the diverse research motivations behind the various proteomics projects. Some submissions are focused on specific subcellular organelles, some on cultured cells or specific body fluids (e.g. human plasma) and yet others on normal or diseased tissues (e.g. tumors). The necessity to systematically annotate the meta-information describing each sample is a unique challenge for the database repositories, although the infrastructure for this has much improved recently (notably by introducing standards and controlled vocabularies at the Proteomics Standards Initiative (18) , and at PRIDE (13)). Nevertheless, the metadata is often not provided by the submitters, so it remains challenging to achieve straightforward integration of the various data submissions into higher levels of organization (such as "combine all data on nuclear preparations" or "aggregate data from all mouse tissues but not cell lines"). Yet, such integration is often highly desirable: With respect to the proteome as a whole, many current data sets still suffer from under-sampling and have relatively high levels of technical noise (particularly for low-abundance proteins). Hence, integration of data from several experiments/data sets would offer the opportunity to reduce technical and biological noise, and to increase proteome coverage. Furthermore, many of the currently available proteomics data sets were not originally intended as proteome quantifications, but merely as qualitative descriptions of detectable proteins. Nevertheless, these data sets often hold quantifiable information as well (mainly through spectral counting (19 -21) ), which is again best used by aggregating over a large number of samples.
Of all the conceivable levels at which proteome quantifications might be aggregated (e.g. by tissue, by organelle, by cell-type, by technology, etc), our initial focus here is on two levels: a) the organism-wide average, and b) the organ/tissuewide average. The organism-wide average is the level at which the data is most easily compared across the entire tree of life. It is also the level at which the largest data sets are available, because it applies to single-celled organisms and because even in multicellular organisms, many experimental efforts are directly targeting the whole organism by design. Often, an organism-wide average is meaningful in and of itself, particularly for evolutionary studies. The typical expression level of a protein-determined largely by its functionhas a surprisingly large impact on its evolutionary trajectory, controlling the extent of purifying selection on its amino acid sequence (22) , its codon usage (23) , translation regime (24), folding accuracy (25, 26) , and its genomic organization (27, 28) , among others. Because all the expression states of a given protein are controlled by the same fixed gene locus, an organism-wide average offers a good approximation of the evolutionary influence of protein abundance felt by that locus.
The second level of our data aggregation is the organ/tissue level; it mainly applies to larger, well-studied model organisms. Here, proteomics data availability is still somewhat more limited, but on the other hand, tissue data is more immediately biologically relevant. Where gaps still exist in tissue proteomics, these can to some extent be complemented by extensive transcriptomics collections that are also available at tissue resolution.
As a meta-resource, another important focus for PaxDb is to provide an intuitive user experience, for example by including concise tables and visuals, and by directly integrating accessory information. This allows seamless ad hoc browsing and queries of the database by non-expert users in proteomics, and brings together disparate aspects of biology for high-throughput analysis. The resource provides functional information on each protein, including sequence features, protein domains, functional annotations and 3D protein structure data. Importantly, PaxDb also provides pre-computed orthology relationships at various hierarchy levels in the tree of life. This is particularly useful for global comparative analysis across different organism groups. It allows an instant view on any protein family of interest in, say, eukaryotesdetailing the various expression states of the family members in each of the organisms and tissues that have been assessed so far.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Data Sources-Because PaxDb is a meta-resource, it draws exclusively from published experiments and from the tedious work done at the primary proteomics data repositories. PaxDb itself does not accept any author submissions of experimental data. For the current release 2.1, we imported 81 quantitative proteomics data sets-each addressing either a particular organ/tissue, or the entire detectable proteome, in one of 12 model organisms. The data sets were either curated directly from published literature (29 -52) (whereby the actual data files were often retrieved via PRIDE), or were downloaded from PeptideAtlas (15, 53) , taking advantage of PeptideAtlas "Builds." The PeptideAtlas Builds are the result of aggregations over multiple proteomics data sets stored in PeptideAltas, and the data has been reprocessed there via standardized database searches and peptide scoring (for some organisms, we average over two available builds to strike a balance between coverage and stringency). From the PeptideAtlas builds, we analyzed the actual spectral count informationi.e. which peptides have been identified, and how often, over the full build. This part of PaxDb's data import is entirely based, and dependent, on the original scoring and quality cutoffs implemented at PeptideAtlas (15, 53) .
Identifier Remapping and Spectral Counting-In PaxDb, each protein abundance data set is remapped to an up-to-date, consistently annotated version of the respective model-organism genome/proteome. The reference genomes are imported from the STRING database (54) , which in its current version holds more than 1000 completely sequenced genomes. Using the built-in synonym tables of STRING, source identifiers are first mapped to their respective genome loci, and from there to a single, "canonical" protein encoded at each locus. By design, PaxDb aggregates any splicing-specific abundance information at the gene locus level; splice-form-specific abundance information is currently not stored (because it is often undersampled and not very informative at the high level of integration that PaxDb provides).
In the case of identified peptide sequences reported from MS-MS spectra searches, we remap each peptide to the corresponding protein, based on sequence matches. Importantly, any peptide that cannot be mapped unequivocally to a single locus, even after collapsing alternative splice isoforms, is assigned "fractionally" to all matching loci. This effectively averages peptide counts over recently duplicated gene paralogs; note that such paralogs often have at least broadly similar molecular functions and are further aggregated in PaxDb, for example when comparing between organisms based on orthologous groups.
Protein Abundance Values-Next, we convert the information in each data set into protein abundance estimates, using a consistent expression unit. For this, instead of using "molar concentration" or "molecules per cell," we express all abundances in "parts per million" (ppm), i.e. each protein entity is enumerated relative to all other protein molecules in the sample. In our view, this has the advantage of being independent of cell-size and other factors; furthermore, this definition can encompass arbitrary extracellular structures, volumes or dilutions. Abundances in "ppm" are essentially a way of describing each protein with reference to the entire expressed proteome and in particular to the most abundant proteins therein; the latter are usually confined to the translation apparatus and to a few core proteins in metabolism or cell structure maintenance. A further advantage of this way of counting is that it is easily comparable between tissues and cell culture samples, and of course also between different model organisms with vastly distinct cell sizes and tissue structures.
In the case of biochemical, biophysical or label-free-MS quantifications, we compute the ppm values directly, by re-scaling the author-provided abundance estimates by their sum-total. In the case of spectral counting data, we estimate abundance values as described earlier (34, 55) . Briefly, we first weigh each expected peptide in a protein by its estimated likelihood of detection based on its length (we have shown this likelihood to be at present relatively uniform across the diverse organisms and mass spectrometers (55)). We then compute the actual peptide coverage of each protein (ambiguous peptides are counted fractionally for each matching protein), and normalize those counts by the expected peptide coverage in the protein.
Lastly, all spectral counts of an organism are added up, and rescaled by their sum-total.
Data Set Scoring-For many organisms, benchmarking information on the proteome-wide abundance of proteins is not available. In addition, the limited congruence between independent data sets targeting the same organism (55) suggest a considerable amount of technical and biological noise. For PaxDb, we have developed an indirect and somewhat approximate way of estimating data quality. It is based on the assumption that proteins that contribute jointly to a shared function (such as members of a protein complex) should tend to have roughly similar protein abundance levels. We therefore systematically compute abundance ratios for pairs of proteins that are known to be functionally connected (i.e. those having an interaction score of at least 0.900 in the STRING database (54)). For a given data set, the median of these ratios is a rough quality/consistency indicator-the closer the median is to 1.0, the better the data set consistency. To convert this into an easily understandable and consistent score, we also compute the median for the same data set after shuffling its abundance values; this is done several hundred times, and the actual median is compared with the distribution of randomized medians in a Z-score setup. We term this metric the "interaction consistency score." In our view, this indirect way of scoring the quality of a data set has several advantages: a) it is applicable to every model organism, provided that it is represented with protein-protein interactions in the STRING database, b) the score is not based on a small number of reference proteins only, but instead based on a large fraction of all the proteins in a data set, c) regulated expression changes do not affect the score as long as all interacting proteins are regulated together, and d) by relying on functional protein-protein interactions, we choose a reference that is very distinct from abundance measurement, and thus presumably shares very few technical biases with it.
Integrated Data Set-Based on the individual interaction consistency scores of each contributing data set in an organism, an integrated data set is computed that corresponds to the weighted average of the data sets. Within a given data set, any proteins that are reported to be not detectable are assigned an abundance of zero. For the weighted average, the decision on what weight to give to each data set is taken manually (for some data sets it can also be zero). First, the best-scoring data set is given a weight of 1.0, and then for the second-best data set a weight is chosen that maximizes the score for the resulting weighted combination. This is repeated until the addition of another data set no longer increases the overall score of the integrated data set. Occasionally, the addition of a data set would not raise the overall score, but would bring in additional proteins and thus increase the overall coverage. In this case, it is included if its quality is deemed acceptable. In general, the designation of the weights is necessarily somewhat arbitrary -we would like to stress that they should not be taken as a statement on data quality.
Hierarchical Orthology-To aid the user in comparing protein abundances across diverse organisms, we precompute and store all detectable orthology relationships between the proteins of the various organisms in PaxDb. This is implemented via a "group-orthology" framework, a concept used in a number of resources such as COG (56) , eggNOG (57), or OrthoDB (58) . Group orthology has the advantage of bundling paralogous, recently duplicated genes into the same group, and thus providing a natural aggregator over broadly similar functions in diverse organisms. Because the definition of orthology and paralogy depends on the choice of the last common ancestor under consideration, we provide orthology relations at various levels of resolution; a given human protein, for example, can be viewed in the context of its orthologs in primates only, in metazoa, in eukaryotes, or in all living organisms. The further back in time this choice goes, the less specific the orthology relations become, but the more general is the function captured. For PaxDb, we compute orthologous groups using the eggNOG pipeline (57), which we tailor specifically to the organisms contained in PaxDb. Within each orthologous group, PaxDb provides the integrated abundance estimate of each protein in each organism for easy comparison, but it also provides the sum over all paralogous protein members within each organism (and hence the total abundance of a given gene family in that organism).
Tissue Ontology Terms-For each protein abundance data set, PaxDb attempts to provide a standardized ontology reference to formally describe its tissue/sample origin. Because there is currently no single, unified provider for anatomical ontologies across organisms, we employ several ontology frameworks, most of which are cross-referenced by the "Uberon" project (59) . Importantly, PaxDb also connects these ontology terms across organisms where applicable (e.g. by declaring that "mouse brain" is a concept that can be meaningfully compared with "human brain"). To systematically build these references across organisms is daunting, but for the limited number of tissues currently covered by proteomics data, this can be done manually.
Database Implementation-PaxDb is based on a semi-automated import pipeline that can be executed repeatedly for each new release. The data is stored in a document-oriented database backend (http:// www.mongodb.org/), and is served via a web-frontend based on Java and the Google Web Toolkit. All data is freely available via downloadable flat-files under a Creative Commons license.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The PaxDb database ("Protein Abundances Across Organisms") currently covers 12 model species from all three domains of life, ranging from a single-celled archaeon to complex eukaryotes. For each of these organisms, PaxDb aims to provide individual (tissue-resolved) data sets, but in addition also a single, consolidated abundance estimate of all detectable proteins. This latter estimate is meant to be an organismwide average of protein expression, aggregating over all available data sets (from various environmental conditions and developmental stages). Where applicable, consolidated averages are provided for specific tissues as well, i.e. wherever several independent data sets are available for a given tissue. Fig. 1 outlines the basic flowchart for each new release of PaxDb (the current release version is 2.1). Apart from the final, aggregated averages, each imported data set is also made available, as is-after re-mapping onto a common, up-to-date version of the respective model organism genome. All abundance data is presented in the same numerical framework, i.e. expressing average steady-state protein abundances in molecular counts, normalized to "parts per million" (ppm; see section "Experimental Procedures" above). Apart from these abundance estimates, each protein is presented together with accessory information regarding the annotated function, sequence and structural information, and within a network context of known or predicted functional interaction partners. All of this latter, additional information is imported from the STRING database (54), with which PaxDb shares the protein name-space and all functional annotation information. Apart from the protein-centered information, PaxDb also contains summary metrics describing each data set, such as its abundance distribution over the entire proteome. Furthermore, all proteins are grouped into families of orthologs ("orthologous groups"), which enables a direct comparison of abundance estimates across organisms.
Because gold-standard benchmark/reference information on protein abundance is often not available, gauging the quality of the individual data sets in PaxDb is far from trivial.
Here, we employ two distinct, indirect strategies for obtaining a rough estimate on data quality: one is based on proteinprotein interaction information, and the other is based on abundance measurements of mRNA molecules. The use of protein-protein interaction data is based on the assumption that interacting proteins should on average have roughly similar steady-state abundances (see also above, "Experimental Procedures"). As shown in Fig. 2 , this assumption is an oversimplifying approximation at best: the median abundance ratio of two interacting proteins currently stands at about 3:1 in yeast. Indeed, interacting proteins do not necessarily have to be expressed at similar levels, especially in the case of transient or regulated interactions. However, the observed 3:1 ratio is much less than the abundance ratio of 10:1 that can be expected by chance (assessed from repeatedly shuffling the abundance data), hence it does provide an intrinsic quality estimator. We express this measure as a Z-score-distance from the random distribution, and designate it as the "interaction consistency score." Likewise, the use of mRNA abundances as a quality measure is also based on a simplifying assumption: that the average steady-state abundance of an mRNA species should be a rough predictor of the steadystate abundance of its encoded protein. Of course, this does not necessarily have to hold for any given transcript/protein pair, but the overall correlation has been shown to be highly   FIG. 1 . PaxDb overview. For each release of PaxDb, protein abundance information is imported from a number of sources, including proteomics repositories and published studies. All data is preprocessed and, in the case of raw MS/MS data, protein abundances are recalculated by spectral counting. Additional information is imported from the STRING database. The representation of data is structured in three different views: 1) information about a single protein, 2) abundance tables for all detectable proteins in an organism, and 3) a summary page for every organism, listing available data sets. Where several data sets exist for one organism, PaxDb also provides a weighted-average integrated data set that is more comprehensive and has less noise than the single data sets.
significant, and to improve recently as measurement accuracies improved as well (60) . Similar to the interaction test described above, this mRNA correlation test has the advantage of including the majority of proteins in a sample, and of sharing very little systematic technical biases with protein quantifications in general. Using yeast as an example, Fig. 2 shows that our scoring indeed reveals strong differences between the various protein abundance data sets (see also supplemental Figs. S1 and S2). Importantly, the data consolidation performed at PaxDb (i.e. a weighted average over the contributing data sets) does score highest on both measures, achieving an interaction consistency score of about 23.8 and a Spearman rank correlation against mRNA of about 0.64 in yeast (Fig. 2, supplemental Fig. S3 ). Relative to each other, both of our consistency measures exhibit a reasonably good correlation (R S ϭ 0.74, p value Ͻ 0.0005, Supplemental Fig.  S4A ), and thus allow us to provide at least an initial, rough estimate of data quality/consistency. Right: abundance ratios of all interacting protein pairs, plotted as histograms. Shuffled data (in red) shows a shift toward higher ratios compared with actual data (in blue). B, For two different data sets, both the median of the actual ratios (in blue) and the distribution of medians obtained from 500 ϫ shuffling of abundances (in red) are shown. The PaxDb score corresponds to the z-transformed distance. The same two data sets are plotted against RNAseq data below. C, The consolidated data set, with a higher PaxDb score, also correlates better with mRNA abundances, and covers more proteins. Yeast mRNA quantification data is from ref (62) .
The website of PaxDb ( Figs. 3 and 4 ; and http://pax-db. org/) has been designed for intuitive and fast access, allowing both the ad-hoc query of a protein family of interest, as well as browsing and comparing entire data sets. Protein queries are resolved against a large collection of identifier name-spaces, and multiple proteins can be requested simultaneously in one query. In addition to searching for known identifiers, the user queries are also searched against the annotations of all proteins in PaxDb, using a fast full-text search. For each organism in PaxDb, a distinct summary page provides information on data provenance, its coverage and estimated quality (Fig. 3) . This page also provides the distribution of abundance values of each data set as a histogram, as well as listing the most abundant proteins in the organism. Users can open and browse entire data sets from this page, and from these data set tables they can proceed directly to the protein details page and, in the case of PeptideAtlas data, also directly back to the underlying peptide information via deep links.
The PaxDb protein pages (Fig. 4) finally constitute the core of the information provided. The protein in question is first identified and briefly described in terms of its functional role, as annotated at UniProt (61) and/or at dedicated model organism databases. Its estimated abundance values are then listed, for each available data set separately, including rank FIG. 3 . The organism page. This page provides general information about the selected organism, such as the number of data sets and the proteome coverage; it also provides a histogram showing the distribution of protein abundances in the "integrated" data set. The bottom panel lists all available data sets for the selected species. On each page in PaxDb, the very top panel contains a search box that allows the user to search for both protein names and annotations. and quantile information. In the case of the integrated data sets, which constitute PaxDb's "best estimates," the relative position of the protein in the entire detectable proteome is then visualized in the abundance histogram. Next, the protein is shown in the context of all family members in other organisms, for which abundance information is available. Users can select the tissue to be shown, as well as control the phylogenetic depth of the orthologs; the abundance of paralogs that have diverged because the last common ancestor is shown separately, but also added up within each organism. This view directly allows the assessment of the gene family in question throughout evolution. Finally, further accessory information on the protein is presented, including interaction partners, sequence domains and structural information, if available. The latter information is cross-linked directly to the relevant data providers .   FIG. 4 . The protein page. This page displays information on a single protein. A short description of the protein is followed by a table of abundances in all available data sets, along with the corresponding abundance ranks. In the panel below, the abundances of orthologs in other species are displayed. The resolution of orthologs can be filtered via a drop-down menu. The bottom panel contains additional information imported from other sources, such as domain structure, interaction partners, as well as links to relevant databases (truncated here).
As of the current release 2.1 of PaxDb, the coverage and generality of the abundance estimates are still very much limited by data availability. In some organisms, the organismwide average is affected by relatively large sampling biases (notably in the data on human proteins, which has a strong overrepresentation of blood serum samples). Furthermore, membrane proteins and other "difficult" subsets may be systematically underrepresented. Nevertheless, even at this early stage, the quantitative makeup of the core proteome is coming into view. For example, the abundance correlation of the eukaryotic core proteome, when comparing animals (human, fly, worm) with other eukaryotes (fungi, plants), is now standing at R S ϭ 0.80 (55) , which is remarkable given the technical difficulties still associated with whole-proteome quantification. This correlation is likely to soon rise even further, given the growth and increased quality of proteomics measurements. Looking ahead, PaxDb will continue to focus on quantification-based on mass spectrometry data (including the growing label-free approaches), but also based on biochemistry or molecular biology approaches. Future releases of PaxDb will also take advantage of the expected increase in meta-information, and will provide aggregation and quantification at more levels of interest, such as for intracellular organelles or specific cell-lines -all in the context of seamless cross-species comparisons via orthologs. ʈ These authors contributed equally.
